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RHIT Computer Science Workshop
High School Computer Science Teachers

Mobile Game Development Projects

Special Interest Articles
•

03/01/2013 or 04/05/2013

RHIT Computer Science
Workshop for High School
Teachers

Location: RHIT Computer Science and Software
Engineering Department F-217 Lab
*All times are EDT*
9:00 AM - 12:00 PM - Workshop
12:00 PM - 2:00 PM - Lunch and Networking
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM - Work with materials and ask
questions

Individual Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Science Fair Resources
Ocean Portal
National Geographic
Environmental Videos
Natural Resources Defense
Council
Robert Kaplinsky Math
Byrdseed
TED ED Math Lessons
Physics4Kids
Cosmos4Kids
Biology4Kids
Chem4Kids
Geography4Kids
Glogster
Grafio Diagrams and Ideas App
Sock Puppet App
ThingLink
Professional Opportunities

Registration Required
www.rose-prism.org - select Event Registration
on the left side of the page

Workshop Details

Game development and mobile computing have been successfully used to increase
student motivation. However, teachers with no background in mobile computing,
computer graphics, and/or game development may find it difficult to develop or
adopt course materials on these topics. This workshop is designed to address these
concerns. Using Java Micro Edition, we have developed several project-based course
modules focused on mobile game development and designed to study fundamental
programming principles (e.g. loops) while also exposing students to more advanced
concepts (e.g. databases). Using a mobile phone emulator, participants will test-drive
one or two of our modules and develop a simple game in each case, which can then
be transferred to and played on a mobile device. A Windows laptop is recommended
or tablet computers will be made available.
This workshop is intended for educators with some basic knowledge of Java-based
computer science classes who are looking to improve student motivation. All others
interested in integrating game development as a motivational tool in their classes will
also benefit from this workshop.
All required software will be provided to fully deploy these instructional units in a
classroom environment. Lesson Plans, including PowerPoint slides, with also be available.
Indiana participants can earn 7 Professional Growth Plan (PGP) points.
Dr. Delvin Defoe
Tel: 1-812-877-8815
Fax: 1-812-872-6060
defoe@rose-hulman.edu

Presenters

Emily Graetz
Tel: 1-812-872-6165
graetzer@rose-hulman.edu
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Science Fair Resources

The award-winning, non-profit Science
Buddies empowers K-12 students, parents, and teachers to quickly and easily
find free project ideas and help in all
areas of science from physics to food sciwww.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair- ence and music to microbiology. Whether
projects/project_display_board.shtml

ocean.si.edu/

Ocean Portal

The Ocean Portal is part
of the Smithsonian Institution’s Ocean Initiative.
Together with the National
Museum of Natural History’s Sant Ocean Hall and
the Sant Marine Science
Chair, the Ocean Portal
supports the Smithsonian’s

your goal is to find a fun science activity
for your kids or win the international science fair, sciencebuddies.org puts comprehensive, scientist-authored tools, tips,
and techniques at your fingertips.
Twitter - @ScienceBuddies

mission to increase the
public’s understanding and
stewardship of the Ocean.
Whether you live near the
coast or far away, you can
take positive actions to
preserve and protect our
world’s Ocean, which cov-

ers 71% of the planet!
We hope you come here
to learn and get inspired
by our amazing ocean.
Thanks for diving in!
Twitter - @OceanPortal

National Geographic Environmental Videos

How Your T-Shirt Can Make a Difference

Did you know that the t-shirt on your back has a major impact on the planet? Producing it took 2,700 liters of water, plus it takes a lot of energy to get it from the cotton
fields to your closet. But some of your t-shirt’s biggest impacts are in how you care for
it. Here’s how you can help reduce its effect on the environment.
A summary of just one of the hundreds of videos available on the National Geographic

video.nationalgeographic.com/video/ site. Find hundreds of short videos on this site to use in your classroom. Videos are a
environment/
great way to activate prior knowledge or introduce students to a new topic!

Natural Resources Defense Council

www.nrdc.org/

NRDC is the nation’s most effective environmental action group, combining the grass
roots power of 1.3 million members and online activists with the courtroom clout and
expertise of more than 350 lawyers, scientists and other professionals.
The New York Times calls us “One of the nation’s most powerful environmental
groups.” The National Journal says we’re “A credible and forceful advocate for stringent
environmental protection.”
Our dedicated staff work with businesses, elected leaders, and community groups on
the biggest issues we face today. Our priorities include:
•
Curbing Global Warming and Creating the Clean Energy Future
•
Reviving the World’s Oceans
•
Defending Endangered Wildlife and Wild Places
•
Protecting Our Health by Preventing Pollution
•
Ensuring Safe and Sufficient Water
•
Fostering Sustainable Communities
Twitter - @NRDC
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Robert Kaplinsky Math

robertkaplinsky.com/

Robert Kaplinsky has worked in education as a classroom teacher, district math
teacher specialist, and University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA) instructor.
He is a member of the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics and the California Mathematics Council.

Check out the Lessons section of the
website! Engage your math students
with interesting lessons in algebra, functions, geometry, measurement and data,
number and operations, ratios and proportions, statistics and probability.
Twitter - @robertkaplinsky

Byrdseed

Another website with engaging math lessons. This author likes to challenge high ability students with relevant problems. His site includes all content areas.

www.byrdseed.com/category/mathprojects/

Byrdseed is a place dedicated to differentiating instruction for high-level learners.
Learn new ideas, share what you know, and grow as an educator.
Twitter - @ByrdseedGifted

TED ED Math Lessons

How to defeat a dragon with math - Garth Sundem
Having trouble remembering the order of operations? Let’s raise the stakes a little bit.
What if the future of your (theoretical) kingdom depended on it? Garth Sundem creates a world in which PEMDAS is the hero but only heroic when in the proper order.

ed.ted.com/

How does math guide our ships at sea? - George Christoph
Without math, would our seafaring ancestors ever have seen the world? Great mathematical thinkers and their revolutionary discoveries have an incredible story. Explore
the beginnings of logarithms through the history of navigation, adventure and new
worlds.
Logarithms, explained - Steve Kelly
What are logarithms and why are they useful? Get the basics on these critical mathematical functions -- and discover why smart use of logarithms can determine whether
your eyes turn red at the swimming pool this summer.
How stats fool juries - Peter Donnelly
Oxford mathematician Peter Donnelly reveals the common mistakes humans make
in interpreting statistics, along with the devastating impact these errors can have on
the outcome of criminal trials. Peter Donnelly is an expert in probability theory who
applies statistical methods to genetic data, spurring advances in disease treatment
and insight on our evolution. He’s also an expert on DNA analysis and an advocate for
sensible statistical analysis in the courtroom.
Even more great lessons - visit this website for videos, thinking questions and tips on
what to do to dig deeper.
Twitter - @TED_ED
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Physics4Kids
www.physics4kids.com/

It’s not just physics for kids, it’s for everyone. We have information on motion,
heat and thermodynamics, electricity
& magnetism, light, and modern physics topics. If you’re still not sure what to

Cosmos4Kids
www.cosmos4kids.com/

Astronomy is the study of SPACE and the
changes that take place in and around all
objects moving through space. It’s more
than just Earth and our Solar System. The
study of astronomy covers every planet,
object, and bit of energy flowing through
the universe.
So where did the word cosmos come
from? It’s actually a Greek word that

click, try our site map that lists all of the
topics on the site. If you surf and get lost
in all of the information, use the search
function on the side of the pages.

describes an orderly and interconnected
universe. Astronomy is the study of that
universe and as you learn more, you will
discover how each part is connected to
the others.
But where do you start? There are
moons, planets, stars, systems, and galaxies. We’ll start with the big picture and a
general overview of the universe.

Biology4Kids
www.biology4kids.com/

It’s not just biology for kids, it’s for everyone. We have information on cell structure,
cell function, scientific studies, plants, vertebrates, invertebrates, and other life science topics. If you’re still not sure what to click, try our site map that lists all of the
topics on the site. If you surf and get lost in all of the information, use the search function on the side of the pages.

Chem4Kids

Chemistry is the study of MATTER and the changes that take place with that matter.

www.chem4kids.com/

Don’t ask us why that matters. It just does. A lot. Everything on Earth, everything in
our solar system, everything in our galaxy, and everything in the universe is made up
of matter. Matter is the name that scientists have given to everything that you can
touch, or see, or feel, or smell. Go take a look!

Geography4Kids
www.geography4kids.com/

Many of you may not be familiar with PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. It’s the biggest EARTH
SCIENCE around. It uses many ideas from other sciences that you have seen before.
We can only begin to explain how ideas from many different fields combine into the
knowledge of physical geography. You will find information from chemistry, biology,
physics, climatology, astronomy and many other sciences.
One big thing to remember... This kind of geography is not about countries and gross
domestic products. Physical geography is all about the Earth and the things that happen on Earth. Humans are only one part of the overall equation.
If you’re saying, “Where do I start with so much information about the Earth?” Don’t
worry. There’s one common thing that is found throughout the universe... ENERGY.
We suggest starting your explorations there. We’ll introduce many concepts about the
flow of energy on Earth and then lead you into other ideas on the site.
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Glogster

www.glogster.com/

Glogster debuted in 2007 as a unique
social network based on the creation
and sharing of Glogs - interactive posters
loaded with text, graphics, music, videos,
and more. Glogster’s goal was to provide
an outlet for unlimited creative expression online. It didn’t take long for users
to get hooked! In 2009 Glogster launched

Glogster EDU, a secure learning platform
for teachers and students. Today, Glogster
empowers millions of people all over the
world with a space to express their emotions, ideas, and knowledge online.
Twitter - @Glogster

Grafio Diagrams and Ideas App

www.tentouchapps.com/grafio

Grafio is an unique canvas
tool that uses the iPad
capabilities to allow you to
experience freehand drawing. Whether you use your
hands or a stylus drawing
and sketching your ideas
is very easy and intuitive.
If the end point is near the
start point Grafio will close
the shape for you. Just

draw a diagram as you are
on the whiteboard and we
will take care of the rest.

You can draw diagrams
with your fingers and this
is great but sometimes you
need things to be more
professionally looking.
This is where our shape
recognition algorithm

comes in, when turned
on it will transform each
hand drawn circle, square,
ellipse, etc. into a perfectly
smooth geometric shape .
And this is not all it works
for lines too...
Twitter - @tentouchapps

Sock Puppet App
Sock Puppets lets you create your own lip-synced videos and share them on Facebook and YouTube. Add Puppets, props, scenery, and backgrounds and start creating. Hit the record button and the puppets automatically lip-synch to your voice.

itunes.apple.com/us/app/sock-puppets/id394504903?mt=8

Friends can work together with multiple puppets and create hilarious conversations.
While recording, simply tap a puppet and that puppet will lip-synch, tap a different
puppet and switch auto lip-syncing to it. Switch backgrounds to take your puppets
to different places, move the puppets, props and scenery to animate them while
recording. Cartoon and photo realistic puppets are included.

ThingLink
ThingLink helps you create and discover rich images.
Be creative! Make your images come alive with music, video, text, images, shops and
more!

www.thinglink.com/learn

Every image contains a story and ThingLink helps you tell your stories. Follow image
channels from your favorite bands, bloggers and friends. Your ThingLink interactive
images form a channel that other users can follow.
Share your channel with friends on Facebook and Twitter, and follow your friends.
Touch and discover.
Twitter - @thinglink
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Professional Opportunities
42nd Annual HASTI Conference
Professional Development for Indiana Science Teachers, “The Joy of Science”, February 6-8, 2013, Indiana Convention
Center, Indianapolis, Indiana. Registration is open.
hasti.org/HASTIconference.html
eRevolution Evansville
Registration Opens Early Spring 2013, The world is rapidly changing, and our profession is no exception. Our ability to
adapt our work to meet the needs of our students has never been more essential. This conference is about enhancing
our abilities to make education relevant to students in the digital age through a focus on meaningful learning in mediarich environments. North High School Evansville, July 10 and 11, 2013.
www.evscicats.com/erevolution/
Edcamp Fort Wayne
Saturday, May 4, 2013 from 8:00 AM to 2:00 PM (EDT), Fort Wayne, IN. Welcome to EdCamp Fort Wayne! We are
proud to bring you Northeast Indiana’s first “unconference” in 2013. The edcamp movement began in 2009 with the
first ever EdCamp Philly. EdCamp Fort Wayne looks to bring together innovative educators in Northeast Indiana to
share ideas, discuss instructional best practices, and more importantly impact our student’s lives. We look forward to
this journey and please stay tuned for more information as it unfolds!
edcampfw.wordpress.com/

Texas Instruments Online Courses

Learn at your own pace and set your own learning schedule. Start a course, take a break, and then pick up where you
left off. Online courses are ideal for convenient, individual learning and are available in a broad range of topics. Online
learning also means that you can take a course wherever you happen to be. All you need is a personal computer with
an online connection to access the course of your choice.
education.ti.com/calculators/pd/US/Online-Learning/Online-Courses

What PRISM Can Do For You!
• Easily find the perfect
teaching and learning
resources from our library
of over 4,000.

• Store your classroom
materials online so that
they are available to you
from any computer.

• Save a list of your favorite
resources for quick
retrieval.

• Reach your students more
effectively by using web
media for the digital age.

• Create and share lesson
plans that teach your
subjects utilizing your
favorite resources.

• Earn PGPs by completing
PRISM led online Moodle
course – either Beginning
Moodle or Intermediate
Moodle courses are
• Develop online classrooms
available to you at no cost
with interactive
several times throughout
assignments, lessons,
the year.
quizzes and more!

www.rose-prism.org

• Select from free learning
resources that emphasize
visualization, rich context,
staged-problem solving,
and electronically
enabled collaboration /
communication.
• Augment your own
dynamic presence in the
classroom with teaching
tools that mirror the skills
needed for success in
higher education and the
21st Century workplace.

Through our strong support
from the Lilly Endowment
and others, we are constantly growing and improving.
Check our site regularly to
see what new resources you
can use in your classroom.

PRISM is a free website that provides collections of online resources
for Indiana educators in the fields of science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics (STEM). The primary collection of digital teaching
materials is indexed according to the Common Core and Indiana State
Standards.

www.rose-prism.org

